
Fabric Requirements to make the 

whole wallhanging 

On the day you will be concentrating on one block, but will learn all the techniques to complete the whole quilt.
There are 9 images which could also be used on cushions, bags, journal covers or quilts!

This wall hanging  has been made using a combination of techniques including stitchery, woven wool applique, 
poly-fuse applique and machine piecing.

Miss Rosie’s Garden

Stitchery/applique background - 16" (40cm)
10 darker fabrics - fat eighth (10"x20") of each
5 assorted light fabrics behind oval borders - fat eighth
1 extra light fabric for inner border - 8" (20cm)
Mustard (or contrast colour) - 10" square
Felted Woven Wool - mid blue - 3"x5", darker blue - 2½”x2¾”, 
     brown - 2½”x2½”, raspberry - 2½”x3¼”, purple - 2¾”x3", 
     light pink - 2¼”x3", orange - 2"x2¼”, green - 1½”x2", 
     yellow - 2"x2", beige - 2"x2"
Binding - 12" (30cm)
Backing - 36"x40" (90x100cm)
Batting - 36"x40" (90x100cm)
Oval Arc polyfuse templates  + 20cm extra for squares
DMC - 167 (mustard), 407 (pink), 926 (blue), 
     3012 ( mid green), 3781 (dark brown), 3787 (dk grey), 
     3790 (donkey), 3860 (purple)

Finished Size: 28"x32" (70cmx80cm)

    glue is fine)

Also needed for workshop -

Glue s�ck (I like Sewline glue s�ck, but any hard-based 

Size 8 crewel needle (or embroidery needle)

Paper scissors, embroidery and fabric scissors
Fine brown pigma pen (0.3mm)

Small hoop if you like using one for S�tchery
Mid brown or grey co�on for sewing arcs

Size 11 straw (or milliners) needle

Fusible web (I like easyfix)  - 8" (20cm) 

Note - I don’t use anything behind my applique/s�tchery 
to hide  thread from behind, or to stabilise, but feel free 
to bring along something if you would like. I prefer 
weaveline... you would need around 40cm for the whole 
project.

Pencil

rotary cu�er, ruler and mat if you have a small one

I also like to use -
Small applique pins
Ceramic lead mechanical pencil with black and white lead 
(won’t be needing this on the day)

For the day -
A light box if you have a small one

You will not need to have backing, ba�ng, binding on the day. 

(please  note we will be concentrating on one block only on the day, 

so two 10" squares (one for the applique background and one for 

 behind the oval border), plus some scraps for the ovals will be 

enough fabric to learn the techniques.
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